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1. Introduction
Painful Diabetic Peripheral Neuropathy (PDPN) 

emerges as a significant complication of diabetes, marked 
by nerve damage resulting from prolonged hyperglycemia 
[1]. This condition affects a considerable segment of the 
diabetic population, presenting with symptoms ranging 
from discomfort and numbness to severe neuropathic 
complications, profoundly impacting patients' quality of 
life [2-4]. Among the multiple etiological factors impli-
cated in PDPN, oxidative stress (OS) stands out, charac-
terized by an imbalance in the production and detoxifica-
tion of reactive oxygen species (ROS) [5]. This oxidative 
imbalance is known to contribute to neuronal damage and 
accentuate diabetic symptoms [6], presenting a critical 
area of research in understanding and managing PDPN.

The role of genetic predisposition in PDPN, particular-
ly in individual responses to OS, is an area of burgeoning 
interest. Genetic factors may significantly influence sus-
ceptibility to PDPN, an aspect that remains inadequately 
explored. Previous studies have identified several gene-

tic determinants that could affect an individual's risk of 
developing PDPN [7-9]. However, the causal relationship 
between these genetic factors and the condition has not 
been fully elucidated. This gap in understanding neces-
sitates a methodological approach that can robustly infer 
causality.

Mendelian Randomization (MR), leveraging gene-
tic variants as instrumental variables [10], offers a novel 
approach to elucidate causal relationships between expo-
sures (e.g., OS) and outcomes (like PDPN). This method 
utilizes the random assortment of alleles at conception, 
mirroring randomized controlled trials. By applying MR, 
this study aims to investigate the causal impact of genetic 
predisposition to OS on PDPN development and severity.

The objectives of this study are multifaceted: firstly, to 
explore the extent to which genetic susceptibility to OS in-
fluences the risk of PDPN, and secondly, to determine the 
implications of these findings for future therapeutic stra-
tegies for diabetic patients. This groundbreaking research 
faces challenges, including the need for large sample sizes, 
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addressing diverse genetic backgrounds, and interpreting 
MR findings. Acknowledging potential limitations, inclu-
ding confounding factors and the assumption of a linear 
relationship between genetic predisposition and oxidative 
stress, is crucial.

In summary, this study, through the lens of Mende-
lian Randomization, aims to unravel the complex inter-
play between genetic predisposition to OS and the risk of 
painful diabetic peripheral neuropathy. The findings could 
pave the way for targeted interventions and contribute si-
gnificantly to the management of this debilitating compli-
cation in diabetic patients.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Study design

In this study, a bidirectional MR design was strategical-
ly implemented to ascertain the potential causal effect of a 
carefully curated set of 11 oxidative stress injury biomar-
kers on DNP. The exhaustive list of these biomarkers in-
cludes but is not limited to, superoxide dismutase (SOD), 
glutathione S-transferase (GST), glutathione peroxidase 
(GPX), catalase (CAT), uric acid (UA), zinc, α-tocopherol, 
ascorbic acid, retinol, albumin, and total bilirubin (TBIL). 
The overarching goals of this MR analysis were to eva-
luate the assumptions associated with the methodology 
and elucidate the potential causal pathways linking these 
biomarkers with DNP. The MR hypotheses were clearly 
articulated as follows: 1. Genome-wide single-nucleo-
tide polymorphisms (SNPs), culled from genome-wide 
association studies (GWAS), functioned as instrumental 
variables (IVs) and were associated with the exposure; 2. 
These IVs, in turn, were not associated with any poten-
tial confounders; and 3. These IVs influenced the risk of 
outcomes, such as DNP, solely through their exposure 
pathway.

2.2. Exposure data source
The available GWAS summarized oxidative stress 

injury biomarkers data were gained from the open data-

base (IEU OPEN GWAS PROJECT: https://gwas.mrcieu.
ac.uk/ (accessed on 20, Oct 2023)). To avoid bias from 
population heterogeneity, only European population sum-
marized data were adopted. The detailed information on 
the GWAS datasets is described in Table 1.

Genetic determinants for 11 biomarkers linked to oxida-
tive stress were sourced from recent Genome-Wide Asso-
ciation Studies (GWAS). These biomarkers include GST, 
CAT, SOD, GPX, UA, zinc, tocopherol, ascorbate, retinol, 
albumin, and bilirubin. The information for GST, CAT, 
SOD, and GPX originated from the INTERVAL research 
[11], while data on tocopherol and albumin were extracted 
from studies involving the Twins UK cohort and KORA 
[12]. Zinc data were compiled from a variety of consortia 
contributing to MR-Base [13], and the remaining biomar-
ker data were acquired from the UK Biobank. The sample 
sizes for these biomarkers were: GST (3301 participants), 
CAT (3301 participants), SOD (3301 participants), GPX 
(3301 participants), UA (343,836 participants), zinc (2630 
participants), tocopherol (6266 participants), ascorbate 
(64,979 participants), retinol (62,911 participants), albu-
min (115,060 participants), and bilirubin (342,829 parti-
cipants).

2.3. Outcome data source
The available GWAS summarized DNP data were gai-

ned from the open database (IEU OPEN GWAS PRO-
JECT: https://gwas.mrcieu.ac.uk/ (accessed on 20, Oct 
2023)). To avoid bias from population heterogeneity, only 
European population summarized data were adopted. The 
detailed information on the GWAS datasets is described 
in Table 2.

2.4. SNP selection
Initially, SNPs showing significant associations with 

the gut microbiome were chosen as IVs. Two thresholds 
were employed during the IV selection process. The first 
threshold involved selecting SNPs with a significance le-
vel below the genome-wide threshold of 5 × 10−8 as IVs 

Biomarkers Ethnic Participants Web Source
GST European 3301 https://gwas.mrcieu.ac.uk/datasets/prot-a-1283/
CAT European 3301 https://gwas.mrcieu.ac.uk/datasets/prot-a-367/
SOD European 3301 https://gwas.mrcieu.ac.uk/datasets/prot-a-2800/
GPX European 3301 https://gwas.mrcieu.ac.uk/datasets/prot-a-1265/
UA European 343,836 https://gwas.mrcieu.ac.uk/datasets/ukb-d-30880_raw/

Tocopherol European 6266 https://gwas.mrcieu.ac.uk/datasets/met-a-571/
Zinc European 2630 https://gwas.mrcieu.ac.uk/datasets/ieu-a-1079/

Ascorbate European 64,979 https://gwas.mrcieu.ac.uk/datasets/ukb-b-19390/
Retinol European 62,911 https://gwas.mrcieu.ac.uk/datasets/ukb-b-17406/

Albumin European 115,060 https://gwas.mrcieu.ac.uk/datasets/met-d-Albumin/
Total bilirubin European 342,829 https://gwas.mrcieu.ac.uk/datasets/ukb-d-30840_raw/

Note: GST, glutathione S-transferase; CAT, catalase; SOD, superoxide dismutase; GPX, glutathione peroxidase; UA, uric acid.

Table 1. Detailed information on GWAS data for Oxidative stress injury biomarkers.

Ethnic Participants Web Source / GWAS ID
European 1419 cases / 195,047 controls https://gwas.mrcieu.ac.uk/datasets/finn-b-G6_DIABETNEUR/
European 2843 cases / 271,817 controls finngen_R9_DM_NEUROPATHY
European 111 cases / 374434 controls finngen_R9_DM_AUTONOMIC

Table 2. Detailed information on GWAS data for DNP.
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primary causa estimate [19]. Cochran's Q test was used to 
test for heterogeneity among the SNPs we selected [21]; if 
heterogeneity exists (P < 0.05), the random-effects IVW 
method was elected; otherwise, the fixed-effects IVW 
method was used. Since IVW method results are suscep-
tible to the influence of valid instruments and potential 
pleiotropic effects, we conducted sensitivity analyses to 
evaluate the association's robustness First, we estimated 
associations using the weighted median method because 
it provided more reliable estimates of a causal effect in 
the absence of valid instruments. It could provide valid 
estimates of causal effect when less than 50 percent of the 
information originates from invalid instruments. Horizon-
tal pleiotropy of SNPs may exist if the p-value of the inter-
cept is less than 0.05.

To further assess the influence of potential directional 
pleiotropy, we scanned each SNP used as IVs for their 
potential secondary phenotypes using the GWAS Cata-
log (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/gwas, last accessed on Nov 6th, 
2023). If the overlapped SNPs were found, the analysis 
would be re-run after rejecting these ones. The associa-
tions between OS and the risk of PDPN were depicted as 
ORs with 95% confidence intervals (CIs). All MR analyses 
were carried out utilizing R version 4.2.3 (https://www.r-
project.org/) with the "Mendelian Randomization", "Tow-
SampleMR", and "MRInstruments" packages.

2.6. Statistical analysis
In the described study, SNPs significantly associated 

with the gut microbiome were initially selected as ins-
trumental variables (IVs) using two thresholds. The first 
threshold involved selecting SNPs with a significance 
level below 5 × 10^−8, but this yielded only a limited 
number of SNPs for the OS biomarker. To obtain a more 
comprehensive set, a second threshold of 1 × 10^−5 was 
applied. The selected IVs were then rigorously assessed 
for minor allele frequency, linkage disequilibrium, and 
strand orientation to ensure quality and reliability in the 
Mendelian Randomization (MR) analysis. This process in-
cluded harmonizing alleles with the human genome refe-
rence sequence and calculating the proportion of variance 
in the exposure explained by these genetic variants. The 
strength of the IVs was evaluated using the F-statistic, and 
tools like MR-PRESSO and MR-Egger were employed to 
address potential horizontal pleiotropy effects. For the MR 
analysis, various statistical methods like inverse-variance 
weighted (IVW) test, weighted mode, MR-Egger regres-
sion, and weighted median estimator were used to estimate 
the potential causal relationships, ensuring robustness 
through sensitivity analyses and considering heterogenei-
ty among SNPs. The associations were presented as odds 
ratios with 95% confidence intervals, utilizing R software 
and specific MR analysis packages.

3. Results
3.1. Causal Effect of Genetically Predicted OS Injury 
Biomarkers on PDPN

We performed a two-sample MR analysis of three 
different sources of PDPN databases with biomarkers of 
OS in 11. The results showed that PDPN data originating 
from finngen_R9_DM_AUTONOMIC was associated 
with GST, a biomarker of OS (OR=1.064, 95% CI=1.002-
1.129). Indicating that OS would increase the risk of deve-
loping PDPN by 1.064-fold (Figure 1). In contrast, data 

[14]. However, this initial selection resulted in a limited 
number of OS biomarker’s SNP being considered as IVs. 
A second threshold was implemented to obtain more com-
prehensive results and explore additional relationships 
between OS and DNP. SNPs below the locus-wide signi-
ficance level of 1 × 10−5 [15] were selected as the second 
set of IVs to identify potential causal associations. Several 
steps were taken to ensure the quality of the IVs used in 
the MR analysis. Firstly, the variants of interest were sub-
jected to a minor allele frequency (MAF) threshold of 0.01 
[15]. Additionally, it was crucial to assess the presence of 
linkage disequilibrium (LD) among the IVs, as strong LD 
can introduce bias. A clumping process with parameters r2 
< 0.01 and clumping distance = 10,000 kb was performed 
to evaluate LD between the selected SNPs [16].

Another essential consideration in MR analysis is the 
alignment of SNP effects on exposure and outcome. To 
prevent any distortion caused by strand orientation or al-
lele coding, palindromic SNPs (e.g., those with A/T or G/C 
alleles) were excluded. Alleles were harmonized with the 
human genome reference sequence, and any ambiguous or 
duplicated SNPs were removed. We calculated the propor-
tion of variance in the exposure explained by the genetic 
variants, using the following equation: 

To evaluate the strength of instrumental variables (IVs), 
the F-statistic was calculated using the formula:

.
Here, N represents the sample size, and K represents 

the number of instruments. When the resulting F-statistic 
was greater than 10, it indicated the absence of significant 
weak instrumental bias. To assess the power of the MR 
estimates, an online calculator tool provided by Stephen 
Burgess was utilized.

Two regression tests, Mendelian randomization pleio-
tropy residual sum and outlier (MR-PRESSO) [17] and 
Mendelian randomization-Egger (MR-Egger) [18], as-
sessed potential horizontal pleiotropy effects. The MR-
PRESSO outlier test calculated the pleiotropy significance 
of each SNP, while the MR-PRESSO global test evaluated 
overall horizontal pleiotropy. SNPs were sorted based on 
their MR-PRESSO outlier test p-values in ascending order 
and sequentially removed. After removing each SNP, the 
MR-PRESSO global test was conducted on the remaining 
SNPs. This recursive process was repeated until the p-va-
lue for the worldwide test was insignificant (P > 0.05). The 
final list of SNPs, free from pleiotropic effects, was then 
used for subsequent MR analysis [18].

2.5. MR analysis
To estimate the potential causal relationships between 

OS and PDPN, we employed a number of statistical tech-
niques, including the fixed/random-effects inverse-va-
riance weighted (IVW) test [19], weighted mode [20], MR-
Egger regression, weighted median estimator (WME), and 
MR-PRESSO. We used the lVW method as the primary 
analysis because it provides the most accurate effect esti-
mates and almost all meta-analyses used it as the primary 
method. The lVW method first calculates ratio estimates 
for individual SNPs using the Wald estimator and Delta 
method, and then combines these estimates to obtain the 
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derived from finngen_R9_DM_AUTONOMIC found an 
association between a different OS biomarker and PDPN. 
The results showed that Retinol increased the risk of 
PDPN by 2.103-fold (95% CI=1.102-4.012), but notably, 
the presence of Ascorbate, an OS biomarker, reduced the 
risk of PDPN by 0.102-fold (95% CI=0.013-0.781) (Fi-
gure 2). We also analysed PDPN data derived from finn-
gen_R9_DM_NEUROPATHY, however, we were not able 
to find any statistically significant results in this database. 
All of the above results were derived from IVW statistical 
analyses (Figure 3).

3.2. Description of overall trends
Although IVW was used as the primary test for eva-

luating the results of MR analyses, scatter plots of all MR 
analyses were plotted in order to assess the results of MR 
analyses under other tests. The results showed that GST, 
CAT, GPT, Ascorbate and Retinol, which are biomarkers 
of OS, presented the possibility of being a potential risk 
factor for PDPN, i.e., all the results showed a smooth 
upward trend in general, and therefore, we have some evi-
dence to believe that the development of OS will increase 
the risk of developing PDPN (Figure 4).

4. Discussion
Our study employed an MR approach to investigate the 

influence of genetic predisposition to OS on the develop-
ment and severity of Painful PDPN. By analyzing gene-
tic variants associated with OS biomarkers, we aimed to 
elucidate potential causal relationships and provide new 
insights into PDPN pathogenesis.

The findings of our study align with and extend pre-
vious research on the role of OS in the pathogenesis of 
Painful PDPN [22,23]. While earlier studies have hi-
ghlighted the contribution of OS to PDPN [24,25], our 
research uniquely utilizes a MR approach to investigate 
the genetic predisposition to OS as a potential risk factor 
for PDPN. This approach enables a more rigorous exami-
nation of causality compared to observational studies [26].

Our study found associations between specific genetic 
markers related to OS biomarkers, such as GST and ascor-
bate, and the risk of PDPN. These results can be interpre-
ted in the context of the established role of OS in neuronal 
damage [27-29]. For instance, the association of GST, a 
key enzyme in detoxifying reactive oxygen species, sug-
gests that individuals with certain genetic variants may 

Fig. 1. The forest plot of MR analysis results (outcome variable de-
rived from finngen_R9_DM_AUTONOMIC databases).

Fig. 4. The scatter plot of main MR analysis results.

Fig. 3. The forest plot of MR analysis results (outcome variable de-
rived from finngen_R9_DM_NEUROPATHY databases).

Fig. 2. The forest plot of MR analysis results (outcome variable de-
rived from finngen_R9_DM_AUTONOMIC databases).
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have a reduced capacity to mitigate OS, thereby increasing 
their risk of PDPN [30,31].

The variation in associations across different biomar-
kers can be attributed to the multifaceted nature of OS 
and its interaction with other diabetic complications [32]. 
Genetic factors that influence individual response to OS, 
such as variations in antioxidant enzyme activity or ROS 
detoxification pathways, could explain the differential risk 
of PDPN [27]. Additionally, these differences may be in-
fluenced by lifestyle factors, metabolic control in diabetes, 
and other genetic predispositions that were not directly 
assessed in our study [33,34].

Our findings necessitate further research to validate 
these associations in diverse populations and to explore the 
interplay between genetic predisposition to OS and other 
risk factors for PDPN. Future studies should also focus on 
the longitudinal assessment of these biomarkers in diabe-
tic patients to understand the progression of PDPN and its 
relation to OS. Furthermore, investigating the mechanisms 
by which these genetic variants influence OS and PDPN 
could offer insights into potential therapeutic targets.

While our study provides significant insights, it is not 
without limitations. The reliance on existing GWAS data 
may limit the generalizability of our findings to diverse 
populations. Furthermore, the MR approach, while robust, 
is dependent on the quality and completeness of the gene-
tic instruments used. Thus, there is a need for comprehen-
sive and well-characterized datasets to enhance the accu-
racy of MR analyses.

5. Conclusion
In summary, our study contributes to the growing body 

of evidence on the genetic factors influencing the risk of 
PDPN, emphasizing the role of oxidative stress. These 
insights enhance our understanding of PDPN pathogene-
sis and suggest avenues for personalized interventions tar-
geting individuals with a higher genetic predisposition to 
OS-related damage in the context of diabetes.
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